




































Thomism in the “Personalistic Bioethics” and the Modern Philosophy
KUWABARA Naoki
Abstract　“The Personalistic Bioethics”, that was proposed by cardinal E. 
Sgreccia, consists the basis of viewpoint of the Roman Curia about today’s bioethics.  
The purpose of this reserch is to see the positioning of the “Personalistic Bioethics” 
in modern philosophy and the ethics.  Particularly, the paper clarified how the 
Thomistic framework inherited in the “Personalistic Bioethics” confronts modern 
philosophy.
(1) Regarding the protection of the Aristotelian and Thomistic teleology - 
Confrontation with the “naturalistic fallacy” theory.
　 Sgreccia points out that we do not take the “existence” limited to “pure empirical 
facticity” understanding.  He further mentions that we find ourselves in fact approve 
the rationality of a moral value judgment, and we should approve it and the realistic 
existence of the human nature.
(2) About the concept of the “person” that is the core of the “Personalistic 
Bioethics”.
　 According to Thomas, Sgreccia assumes that the essence of the concept of the 
“person” is the “Image of God”, i.e. the moral subject with intellect and free will.  
But under the concept of the moral subject, not only “free will” is emphasized, but 
the realism of value is implied.
(3) About significance of Thomism in the “mind-body problem”.
　 Sgreccia shows a human soul as “subsistent” and “substantial” form according to 
Thomistic interpretation of Aristotle.  This intellectual soul is “a single form” in the 
human being and is the root of the more basic activity such as “sensible” or 
“vegetive” ones as well as highly advanced “spiritual” activity.  From here, human 
dignity of the person who was not able to show “a highly advanced mental function” 
is guaranteed.
(4) The remark of the Roman Curia for concrete ethical problems in the real society 
philosophically depends on the Thomistic theory of natural law.  Sgreccia also 
insists on the effectiveness of the natural law theory.  It was thought that the 
effectiveness of the natural law is based on the existence of the “human nature” 
based on “Aristotelian and Thomistic teleology” that Sgreccia defended in (1).






















































































































































































































contra Gentiles, II, 79）、および「身体と霊魂は現実態において現存する
二つの実体ではなく、それらから現実態における唯一の実体が生ずる」


































































































































































 原著、Elio Sgreccia, Manuale di bioetica, Volume I. Fondamenti ed etica biomedica, 2007, 
Vitae Pensiero, Milano.
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